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Introduction
- Two questions:
- First, what is the depth of investigation of a seismic
survey?
-Second, what alternative interpretations are available
when the subsurface geology is not modeled well as a
traditional layered media?

Non-linear Optimization
-The non-linear optimization interpretation
includes gradual velocity changes.
-includes an explicit interpretation of travel
paths for the first arrival seismic energy
passing through the subsurface.

- Subsurface geology is traditionally visualized as a layered media when results
from seismic refraction surveys are applied to geotechnical engineering
applications.

-the development of computer lead the practical seismographs for civil
engineering use.

Interpretation Concepts
- There is two primary interpretation
methods:
1) velocity gradient interpretation is
represented by non-linear optimization.
2)traditional layered interpretation is
represented by the intercept-time method.
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Depth of Investigation
Depth of investigation is a basic investigation
parameter that is frequently misunderstood

The idea of depth of investigation can be

separated into two concepts:

Intercept-Time Method (ITM)
-Interpretation by ITM assumes that the

subsurface material layers are present
-each layer has a uniform velocity
-Velocities are interpreted by determining
straight-line slopes along the various
portions of a time-distance plot of the
arrival of the first seismic signal.
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There is three types of depth investigation:

1) Apparent Depth of Investigation

2) Implied Depth of Investigation

1) the depth of investigation is confined to the
zone through which the seismic energy
detected as first arrivals actually passes.
2) field parameters such as source strength and
geophone array limit detecting refracted first
arrival energy from deeper high velocity layers.

3) Interpreting Depths of Investigation

Velocity Gradient Interpretation
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Conclusion
-New software capabilities that perform
interpretations as velocity gradients are
improving the ability to include depths of
investigation in seismic refraction
interpretations.
-Identification of cohesion less versus
cohesive soil deposits (above the water
table) may be possible utilizing velocity
gradients.
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